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Abstract
Advances
volatile

in computer
RAM

system

memory

technology

are combining

in the

to create

areas

of CPUs,

performance

disk

problems

subsystems,
existing

and

file sys-

tems are ill-equipped
to solve.
This paper identifies
the problems of using the existing
UNIX file systems on 1990's technology
and presents an alternative
file system design
that can use disks an order-of-magnitude
more efficiently
for typical UNIX workloads.
The design,

named

LFS

for log-structured

file system,

treats

the

disk

as a segmented

append-only
log. This allows LFS to write many small changes to disk in a single large
I/O while still maintaining
the fast file reads of existing file systems. In addition, the logstructured
approach allows near instantaneous
file system crash recovery
without coupling CPU and disk performance
with synchronous
disk writes. This paper describes
and
justifies the major data structures and algorithms
of the LFS design. We compare
plementation
of LFS in the Sprite distributed
operating
system to SunOS's
file
running on the same
rate, LFS can achieve
write-optimization,
under most common

hardware.
For tests
an order-of-magnitude

that create, destroy, or modify files at a high
speedup over SunOS. In spite of its obvious

LFS's read performance
UNIX workloads.
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1. Introduction
MIPS

When the current
UNIX file systems
CPU and at most a few megabytes

were designed,
a "fast" computer
of memory.
The machines
of the

have many hundreds
of MIPS of CPU and many hundreds
Unfortunately,
the disks attached
to these machines
will likely
factor of five of the 1970's disks. Unless current file systems
change of balance
between
technologies,
I/O-bound
mode where order-of-magnitude
ble speed-up

of megabytes
of memory.
have access times within a
are modified
to match this

the machines
of the 1990's will operate
in an
increases
in CPU speed may produce
no visi-

in applications.

As faster
dominated

had a one1990's
will

CPUs

shrink

the CPU

by the time to perform

time of programs,

disk accesses.

the overall

Large

volatile

execution

main

time will be

memories

will per-

mit large file caches.
Disk delays due to file reads will be alleviated by these caches but
file writes must be pushed to disk for reliability.
Disk traffic will be dominated
by these
writes. The challenge
for computer systems of the 1990's will be to support these workloads without
terns.

requiring

the redesign

of programs

For the UNIX 1 environment

small files as well

this

means

in order to change
efficiently

their

supporting

file access

changes

pat-

to many

as large files.

In the existing UNIX file system,
creation
and deletion of small
accesses that are small, non-sequential,
and synchronous
(the application
until the disk I/O completes.)
The synchronous
accesses limit application

files cause disk
cannot continue
performance
to

disk performance.
The small non-sequential
accesses limit the disk bandwidth
utilization
to a fraction of the disk's maximum bandwidth.
File systems of the 1990's must decouple application
and disk performance
the I/O bottleneck.

and use the disks

much

more

efficiently

to reduce

This paper describes
a disk storage manager
designed
to use disks as efficiently
as
possible to support write-dominated
workloads.
The storage manager,
called LFS, uses
the concepts
of log-structured
file systems[l]
to increase
the performance
of the UNIX
file system.
In a log-structured
data, directories,
and metadata
proceed
accesses

file system, all modifications
to the file system including
blocks are written to disk in large, sequential
transfers
that

at maximum
disk bandwidth.
Small file creation
that are large, sequential,
and asynchronous.

LFS's

large

sequential

UNIX file systems.
Although
data structures
such as inodes

writes

cause

a disk layout

and deletion

that is very

in LFS cause

different

disk

from existing

the layout differs, LFS maintains
many of the same metaand indirect blocks.
This allows LFS to efficiently
support

the full UNIX file system semantics
including
fast random
and sequential
read access to
files. The major difference
between LFS and UNIX disk layout is that inodes, the disk
resident data structure
containing
file attributes,
are not at fixed locations
on disk in LFS.
LFS must maintain
a data structure
that tracks the current location
of the inode of every
file.

Once

LFS has indexed

through

this data structure,

LFS

The log-structure
of LFS requires
that large disk regions
be available
for writing.
manages
these regions
by partitioning
the disk into large sequential
pieces called
UNIX is a trademark of AT&T.
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segments.
Blocks are added to the file system a segment at a time and disjoint segments
are linked together to form a logically
consecutive
segmented
log. In order to keep segments available for writing, LFS performs an operation called segment
cleaning.
The
operation
back

reads fragmented

to segments

segments

into memory,

compacts

the live data,

and writes

it

on disk.

The log-structure
of LFS provides several other benefits in addition
to high performance.
The log allows LFS to recover from system crashes much faster than existing
UNIX
crash.

file systems.
LFS never needs to scan the entire file system
The append-only
nature of LFS means that files and directories

place.

This allows

LFS to provide

better

crash

The rest of this paper is organized
current
section,

guarantees

into 5 sections.

to recover from a
are not updated in

and higher performance.
It begins

with an examination

of

technology
trends and their effects on storage manager
design.
The following
Section 3, describes failures of existing file systems.
Section 4 describes the LFS

design, and Section 5 presents some performance
numbers taken from an implementation
in the Sprite distributed
operating
system[2].
The paper concludes
with a status report
and discussion
of future directions for LFS.
2. Technology
This

and storage

section

examines

disk performance,
design decisions
tems in the face
2.1.

Disks
The

most

the effect

and main
of LFS can
of unbalanced

and CPUs

managers
memory

that the current
sizes

be attributed
technology

are having

technology
on storage

to the desire
changes.

to allow

trends

in CPU

managers.
graceful

speeds,

Many

of the

scaling

of sys-

managers

is the

speed

obvious

technology

mismatch

affecting

disk

storage

exponential
increase
in CPU speeds compared
with the small increase
in disk access
speeds. The later part of the 1980's
has seen CPUs speeds doubling
every year. Disk
access times, constrained
by mechanics,
have only improved
by a factor of two in the last
decade.
Although
the the bandwidth
and throughput
of disk subsystems
can be substantially increased
by the use of arrays of disks such as RAIDs[3],
the access time for small
disk accesses is not substantially
improved and can even be hurt by this technique.
The
widening
systems
2.2.

gap between

Memory
Disk

design.
of the
caches

CPU and disk access

may be limited

and

sizes
CPU

time suggests

that the performance

of future

by the disk subsystem.

and disk read/write
speeds

are

not

ratios

the

Main memory
sizes of machines
1990s will have multi-billions
will be built. Large file caches

only

technology

that

affects

storage

manager

are increasing
with CPU speeds. The fast CPUs
of bytes of memory,
from which effective
file
will alter the read-to-write
ratio presented
to the

disk subsystems.
Most reads will be satisfied
by the cache while most writes must be
written to disk for reliability.
In contrast
to the file systems of the 1970's and 1980's, in
which disk traffic was dominated
by reads, the file systems of the 1990's will see disk
traffic

dominated

by writes.
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design

difference

in CPU

and

disk

speeds

make

managers
decouple
an application's
performance
from
tion describes
disk access modes that storage managers

it imperative

that

storage

the disk access speed.
This seccan exploit in order to use disks

more efficiently.
Asynchronous
I/O
Storage managers
can lessen the effect of the disk/CPU
speed unbalance
by avoiding operations
in which the CPU is forced to wait for disk operations
to complete.
Blocking
operations,
called synchronous
disk operations,
couple the CPU and disk
by requiring

the requesting

processes

to wait while

the disk is accessed.

Sequential
I/O
Disk access efficiency
depends
on how the disk is accessed.
Disk subsystems
can
be accessed
in sequential
mode an order-of-magnitude
more efficiently
than they
can be accessed
randomly.
Storage
managers
should exploit this property
by performing

large

whenever
3.

Problems
Before

sequential

accesses.

Disk

head

motion

(seeks)

should

be

avoided

possible.
with

existing

presenting

UNIX

the design

file systems
of LFS it is useful

to outline

the failures

of existing

file

systems. Although
this section uses the BSD file system[4]
as an example,
the problems
are present in most commercial
file systems in use today. The major reason that existing
file systems will not scale with technology
is that they perform
too many random
and
synchronous

disk operations.

A disk

storage

manager

design

is strongly

influenced

by the expected

workload

it

must support.
LFS is designed
to support the workload
of the office/engineering
environment.
This environment
has been characterized
(see[5]) by a large number
of relatively
small

files (less

entirety.
deleted.

than

8 kilobytes)

whose

contents

are accessed

sequentially

The average
file life time is short, less than a day before it is overwritten
Efficient
handling
of file systems containing
both small, rapidly
changing

and large

files is needed

by this and many

3.1.

File creation

ment

The performance
problems
can be seen by examining

other UNIX

or
files

environments.

example
of the BSD file system in the office/engineering
environthe disk access patterns
caused
by small file creation.

Figure
1 shows the disk accesses
required
to create two single-block
directories.
The UNIX system calls used to create the files were:

Figure
writes.
inode

and in their

fd = creat ("dirl/filel",
write(fd,
buffer,blockSize)

O) ;
;

close
fd =

(fd) ;
creat ("dir2/file2",

O) ;

write
close

(fd, buffer,
(fd) ;

blockSize)

files

in different

;

1 illustrates
the disturbing
access patterns
of many small random
and synchronous
Each creat system call causes a random
synchronous
write of both the allocated
block
and the directory
block.
Synchronous
writes
of directory
and inode

-3-
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file 1
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dirl "[
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filel

After creat(dir2/fde2)

dir2
T

, file2
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dirl

_'

Z

Blockkey:

_

dir2 ___Z

Inode

1

Directory

_7

Data

_

Allocated

Figure 1 -- BSD file system file creation.
Disk image of the BSD file system at different points in the creation of two files. The state is shown after
each creat system call and after the delayed write-back has occurred. Each creat call forces the modified
directory block and newly allocated inode to disk. For example during the first creat, filel's inode and
dirl's inode and directory data block are written to disk. The write system calls allocate blocks on disk but
the blocks are not written to disk until the delayed write-back occurs. After the second creat, the data
block of filel is allocated but is not written to disk until the delayed write-back.

modifications
blocks
and

are intended
to limit the damage caused by system crashes.
The file data
inode blocks for the directories
are allocated
in a manner
that allows fast

reads.
Unfortunately,
when files are small, allocations
cause small random
writes.
The
file data blocks and inode blocks for the directories
are written
asynchronously
but still
randomly.

The

total disk I/O in this example

synchronous.
Because
disk write bandwidth

includes

8 random

writes

of which

half

are

of these random
accesses,
only a small fraction
of the maximum
can be used by the file system.
The synchronous
updates
effec-

tively limit the speed of file creation and deletion to the disk's
MIPS DEC MicroVaxlI
using the BSD file system can create
100 milliseconds.
A 14-MIPS
DEC DecStation
3100 using

speeds. For example,
a .9and delete an empty file in
the same file system
can

create and delete an empty file in 80 milliseconds.
Because
of the synchronous
disk I/O,
an order-of-magnitude
increase
in CPU speeds causes only a 20 percent
increase
in program

speed!

4. LFS storage

manager

Efficiently
chronous
writes.

supporting
office/engineering
workloads
means
This section presents
the major data structures

the LFS

manager

writing,

storage

file reading,

design

to accomplish

and disk free

space

this goal.
management.
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File Writing

The key idea of LFS is to make writes fast by accessing
the disk sequentially
and
asynchronously.
LFS collects the changes to the file system in the file cache, packs them
together,
and writes them to disk in large sequential
disk transfers.
Modified
file data
blocks,
directory
blocks,
and file system
metadata
such as inode blocks,
are packed
together
and written sequentially
to disk. LFS provides
the abstraction
that data is added
to the file system in an append-only
log format.
The log format implies that LFS never
updates disk blocks in place.
This feature
to eliminate
synchronous
writes.
Because
accumulates

is the key to LFS's

all writes are asynchronous,
LFS uses
changes
to the file system and performs

and disk subsystem.
Bursts
the file cache and converted

fast recovery

and its ability

the file cache as a write buffer that
speed matching
between
the CPU

of small writes to the file system are combined
together
into large transfers.
This conversion
means that, unlike

in
the

UNIX file system,
file creation and deletion
speeds in LFS are tied to the disk's maximum bandwidth
and not its latency.
Figure 2 shows the single disk access generated
by
the LFS storage manager
executing
the file creation example
from Section 3.1. In LFS,
the creat system call simply allocates
the file's
inode in memory.
No synchronous
disk writes

number
and modifies
are performed.
The

the directory
modified
file

and
and

directory
blocks are packed together
and written
in a single transfer.
This form of I/O
can be an order-of-magnitude
faster than the many random
write transfers
done by the
UNIX file system.
For workloads
that are limited by disk write performance,
LFS permits files of any
of synchronous

size to be written
writes

dirl

I_i_l
filel

allows

to disk at near

maximum

bandwidth.

The

elimination

LFS to scale with CPU speeds.

dir2

Delayed

_liiii_l

write-back

Disk

file2

Blockkey:

ode

II Directory

Data

Figure 2 m LFS file system file creation.
Disk image of the LFS file system after two files are created. When a disk write is started, all modified file
system blocks are packed together and written to disk in a single transfer. Note that the formats of directories and inodes are the same as in the BSD example (Figure 1). Rather than placing the blocks to optimize reading, LFS writes all changes sequentially to disk. LFS performs the 8 writes in one large transfer.
Unlike the BSD example, all writes are sequential and none are synchronous.
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File reading
This

section

describes

LFS file system.

Given

the data

the very

large

structures
file caches

and algorithms
that future

used
systems

to read

files from

will have,

an

it is likely

that read performance
will have only a small impact
on overall
system
performance.
Nevertheless,
LFS's read performance
will match or exceed the performance
of current
read-optimized
file systems in many cases.
Although
LFS always writes blocks sequentially, it still maintains
the same data structures
that permit fast read access in the UNIX
file system.
4.2.1.

Inode
The

map

major

difference

between

file location

in LFS and UNIX

is that in LFS,

inodes

are no longer at fixed locations
on disks. The append-only
log abstraction
provided
by
LFS requires
that inodes
be written
to a new location
on disk every time they are
modified.
LFS quickly locates inodes using a data structure
called the inode map.
The
data structure
maintains
a mapping
between
an inode number
and the current
disk
address of the inode. The inode map also keeps the inode status (allocated
or free), the
file's
length

access
zero.

time 2, and a version
The version

number

number
usage

that is updated
is discussed

every

in Section

time the file is truncated

to

4.3.

For file systems
having
large numbers
of files the inode map can get large.
To
reduce
memory
usage, LFS partitions
the map into blocks that are cached
like regular
files. It is expected
that the blocks mapping
active files will stay memory
resident
and
impose little overhead
to the file inode fetch.
Modified
inode map blocks are written
to
the log like any other file block.
The timing of inode map block writes and the recovery
of the inode map after crashes are discussed
in Section 4.4.
LFS
blocks

Except
for the address
lookup using the inode map,
is identical
to that of existing UNIX file systems. The
is unchanged.

places the data blocks
lent because the inode
4.3.

Free

space

For files that are written

the file reading
algorithm
of
format of inodes and indirect

in their entirety,

sequentially
on disk. The read performance
and all of the file's data blocks are located

the log layout

algorithm

of such a file is excelclose together
on disk.

management

An LFS file system
consecutive
disk sectors.

must manage the disk free space to keep open large regions of
LFS simplifies
this task by dividing
the disk storage into large

fixed-size
pieces called segments.
The idea is that the sequential
log abstraction
of LFS
need not be totally sequential
on disk. What really matters
is that the log is written in
large enough
pieces
to support
I/O at near-maximum
disk bandwidth.
This can be
achieved
by sizing segments
so that the disk seek at the start of a segment
write is amortized across a long data transfer time. The test presented
in Section 5 used a segment
size
of one megabyte.
2The file's access time is kept in the inode map because it is the only file attribute that is updated
when the file is read. Keeping the access time in the inode map rather than the inode allows faithful implementation of the UNIX file access time semantics without inodes constantly moving every time a file is
read.
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blocks

Each LFS segment contains
a few sectors of summary
information
that identify
the
contents of the segment and allow segments
to be formed into a linked list. The information is kept in a region of the segment
called the summary
block.
The append-only
log
abstraction
can be visualized
by following
the links between
segments.
For each

block

in the segment,

the summary

blocks

indicates

the file number

of the

block's
file and the position of the block within the file. All the information
needed
for
the summary
blocks of a segment is available
when a segment is formed in memory.
The
cost of the summary
blocks is small in terms of CPU, disk space, and transfer time overheads.
4.3.2.

Segment

cleaning

The segmented-log
structure
of LFS reduces the free space management
that of finding a free segment
to write. During normal operations
segments
fragmented:
blocks in a segment
will be overwritten
or deleted, leaving
tially utilized.
LFS generates
free segments,
called clean segments,

problem
to
will become

the segment
parfrom fragmented

segments
using an operation
called segment
cleaning.
During segment
cleaning
two or
more fragmented
segments
are read into memory,
combined,
and appended
to the log on
disk.
Segment
cleaning
in LFS is simply a form of incremental
garbage
collection[6]
where the fragmented
segments
are compressed
together
to create
space to write new
segments.
LFS implements
cleaning
by reading the live blocks of a segment
into the file
cache and then using the cache write-back
code to combine
and copy the blocks into a
new segment.
The cleaning
algorithm
proceeds
in two phases. During the first phase the
live blocks of fragmented
segments
are identified
and read into the cache. The second
phase combines
the blocks into a new segment and writes them to disk.
ing in LFS can be overlapped
with normal file system operations.
Files
written while segments
are being cleaned.
4.3.3.

Block

allocation

Segment
cleancan be read and

determination

In order to perform

segment

cleaning

efficiently,

able to identify the "owner" (file number and block
also needs to determine if a block is live, belonging

the LFS storage

manager

must be

offset) of each block in a segment. It
to an active file, or if a block is dead,

having been overwritten
or truncated.
LFS identifies blocks using the segment summary
blocks, the inode map, and inodes. The block identification
algorithm
works for files and
directories
as follows:
1)

The segment's
summary block is used to determine the file number and block offset
of the block being cleaned.
Included
in the summary
entry is the file's version
number from the inode map when the block was written. If the version number does
not match the current version number of the file, the block is known to have been
deleted

2)

or overwritten.

If the previous

step fails to determine

the allocation

status

of the block,

and any indirect blocks that map the block of the file are examined
block is still part of the file. The block is classified
as being live
member of the file.
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Using these steps the cleaning algorithm
can tell which blocks need to be copied into the
new segment.
Since total overwrite
or deletion
are the most common
write access modes
to files in the workstation
environment,
Step 1 is able to detemaine
the live blocks
quickly.
Even if Step 2 must fetch the inode and indirect
blocks to check the block's
status, these blocks
are exactly
the blocks that must be fetched
and modified
anyway
when the block
4.3.4.

of interest

Choosing
Although

is copied

segments
cleaning

to a new segment.

to clean
full segments

will not harm

the system,

it is desirable

to choose

the segments
with the most free space. To keep this information
available,
LFS keeps a
data structure
called the segment
usage array
that keeps an estimate
of the number
of
live blocks in each segment in the system. The array is updated
when files are truncated
or overwritten
and when segments
are written or cleaned.
Since segments
are large and
the usage

array

only

takes

a few bytes

memory-resident.
Since the usage level
ing cleaning,
costly exact crash recovery

per

segment,

of nonclean
of this data

Cleaning
is activated
either when the number
threshold
value or when a user-level
process initiates

the

array

segments
structure

is small

enough

is used only
is not needed.

to stay

as a hint dur-

of clean segments
drops
it. The user-level
process

below a
interface

allows cleaning
to be initialized
at night or other times of slack usage.
Segments
are
cleaned until all segments
are either clean or contain
at least a file-system-settable
fraction of live blocks.
4.3.5.

Segment
Because

write

timing

LFS does not perform

synchronous

writes,

algorithms

are needed

to decide

when segments
should be written to disk. Segment
writes in LFS are initiated
by conditions similar to those that cause UNIX file data blocks to be written.
A segment write is
generated
Cache

triggered
full

by one of three
The

file cache

conditions:
may

request

a segment

write

when

it detects

a shor-

tage of clean blocks in the cache.
This condition
will be triggered
when many changes are made to the file system and the file cache is
filled with dirty blocks.
Cache

write-back

The file cache may request
a segment
write to start if it detects
modified
blocks older than a certain
age threshold.
The age threshold is much like the delayed
write-back
policy
of UNIX.
The
current

Sync

request

Note

that

either

LFS implementation

uses a threshold

of 30 seconds.

A program
executing
a sync or fsync system call can cause data to
be pushed to disk. The system call will block until the dirty blocks
are written to disk.
of the

last

two

conditions

can

cause

a partial

segment

to be written

because
the file cache may not contain
enough data to fill an entire segment.
This may
appear wasteful
but since there were not enough dirty blocks for the entire segment
this
is a situation
where the system was running much below capacity.
Partially-written
segments are handled by the segment cleaning
algorithm
like any other fragmented
segment.
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4.4. Crash recovery
The last part of the LFS design

presented

in this paper is the fast crash

recovery

sys-

tem. System crashes can cause file systems to become inconsistent
when disk operations
are terminated
by the crash or delayed
writes are not completed.
The log structure
of
LFS allows techniques
commonly
used in data base systems[7]
to be used by LFS for fast
recovery
from system crashes.
Unlike the UNIX file system,
disk after a crash to repair damage,
LFS need only examine
crash damage.
where the file
checkpoints,

which must scan the entire
the tail of the log to find

LFS speeds recovery
even more by periodically
marking
places in the log
system is known to be consistent.
From these consistent
points,
called
LFS can attach

the file system

without

fear of inconsistent

The current implementation
of LFS does not fully
reliable
crash recovery
mechanism
designed
for LFS.

implement
A much

metadata.

the high performance,
simpler
algorithm
with

zero recovery
time is used in the current implementation
and described
in this section.
The current
implementation
has more overhead
during
normal
operations
and is more
vulnerable
to data loss at crashes than the recovery
system LFS will ultimately
use.
4.4.1.

Checkpoints
LFS provides

for the saving

of dynamic

file system

state using

checkpoint.
During
a checkpoint,
all of the memory-resident
describe the current state of the file system are written to a known

an operation

During
blocks

written
written

a checkpoint,
such as the

to segments.
that contains

all modified
blocks in the cache including
inode map and segment
usage array, are

Once all modifications
are
a pointer to the last segment

a

data structures
that
disk location called the

checkpoint
region.
The checkpoint
marks a consistent
state of the file system.
for recovery
from crashes
during
checkpoints,
two checkpoint
regions
are
checkpoint
writes alternate
between
them. The checkpoint
includes
a timestamp
be used to determine
which region is the most recent checkpoint.
data

called

To allow
used and
that can

all file system metapacked
together
and

safely on disk, a checkpoint
region is
written and the locations
of the inode

map and segment
usage map. Crash recovery
consists of nothing more than the normal
file system
"mount"
code that uses the last checkpoint
area to recover
the file system
state. Unfortunately,
if the system crashes without writing the cache to disk, any changes
made to the file system since the last checkpoint
will be lost. The window of vulnerability can be controlled
checkpointing
interval
thirty

seconds

before

Ultimately

be setting
the checkpointing
interval.
of 30 seconds
means that in the worst
a crash

LFS

will

For example,
case, changes

may be lost.
be able

to recover

the

information

written

checkpoint
and the crash.
Using information
in the segment
summary
"roll forward"
from the last checkpoint,
updating
metadata
structures
map and indirect
blocks.
This system will not require the entire
on every checkpoint.
Recovery
will be slightly
slower because
between the last checkpoint
and and the crash must be processed.
4.5.

Related
LFS

tems.

our current
made in the

between

the

last

blocks, LFS can
such as the inode

file cache to be written
the portion
of the log

Work

borrows

Organizing

ideas

from

a file system

many

other

systems.

as an append-only
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log is not a new idea.

some

of these

Several

other
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similar mechanisms.
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by the advent of write-once
media such as optical disks, have used
Write-once
storage managers
with random
access to files include

the

Optical

File

Cabinet[9],

and

others[10].

These

file

systems

were

intended
principally
for archival
storage
and not as high-performance
file servers.
Another
way of viewing
the LFS design is to see its roots in file systems like Cedar[11]
that use logging
to improve
write performance
and recovery
time.
The difference
between
LFS and other logging systems is that a read-optimized
copy of the data is not
kept and hence
needed because

a copy does not need to be updated.
The read-optimized
reads are infrequent
and the log's format is already
well

most file reads.

The writing

of several

files to disk in one operation

cept of group
commit[12]
found in database
systems such as IBM's FASTPATH[13]
delay
committed

in a single

and

crash

write-optimized
asynchronous

recovery

file

speed.

systems.

These

Main-memory

with

32

are

database

similar

to the

designs

use

design

goals

logging

and

of

large

14].

presents

the performance

of the LFS implementation

Sprite operating
system.
For comparison
SunOS 4.0.3 using Sun's version
of the

The

metrics

database
systems.
The
(flushing
the dirty blocks

of LFS

This section

designed
thorough

like the con-

I/O.

writes[12,

5. Performance

is much

literature.
Using group commit,
database
writing so that several transactions
can be

An interesting
related
area of research
is main-memory
metrics used to evaluate
these systems are checkpoint
overhead
to disk)

format is not
optimized
for

purposes,
BSD fast

used

megabytes

MBytes/sec
maximum
both LFS and SunOS,

for the test was

of

memory,

a Sun-4/260

a Sun

SCSI3

transfer
bandwidth,
the disk was formatted

under

the

the same tests were also run under
file system.
The benchmarks
were

to demonstrate
the important
features of LFS; they were
comparison
between LFS and the SunOS file system.
machine

running

(16.6Mhz
HBA,

and

17.5 milliseconds
with a file system

not meant
SPARC

an

to provide

CPU)

WREN

equipped

IV

average
seek
having around

a

disk

(1.3

time).
For
300 mega-

bytes of usable storage. An eight-kilobyte
block size was used by SunOS while LFS used
a four-kilobyte
block size and a one-megabyte
segment
size. The system was running
multiuser
but was otherwise
quiescent
during the test.
5.1.

Small-file
The

I/O

first test measures

test consisted

of creating

the creation,

10 megabytes

reading,
of small

and deletion
files, followed

speeds

of small

by flushing

files. The

the file cache

and reading all the files from disk. After reading all the files, they were deleted. Figure 3
presents results of test runs with files of size one kilobyte
and ten kilobytes.
The results
are normalized
to files per second created, read, and deleted.
The asynchronous
file creation
and deletion of LFS permits substantial
gains in performance
over the synchronous
SunOS file system.
SunOS performs
small synchronous
disk I/Os for each creation
and deletion
while LFS packs many changes
into segments
and pushs them to disk in megabyte
transfers.
This accounts
for much of LFS's orderof-magnitude
faster small file creation
and deletion.
While the SunOS performance
is
related to the disk access time, the LFS is CPU-bound
on these tests.
LFS performance
will

scale

with

CPU

speeds

until

it is ultimately
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200
175

°

150
125

iiiiii!!i!i!

100
75

..........

50
25

/

0
1K Create

1K Read

1K Delete

10K Create 10K Read

LFS

10K Delete

SunFS

Figure 3 -- Small file I/O test.
Measurements of creating, reading, and deleting many 1K and 10K files using LFS and the SunOS file system. The creation phase of the test measured the speed at which 10000 one-kilobyte and 1000 ten-kilobyte
files could be created. Following the creation, the file cache was flushed and all the files were read (in the
same order as they were created). Finally, we measured the speed at which the files could be deleted. All
performance measurements are presented in number of files created, read, or deleted per second.

bandwidth.
mance

Because

of LFS

out to support
5.2.

file growth,

Large-file
The

file

from

the

is excellent.

files

are packed

tightly

Update-in-place
thus hurting

together

file systems

in segments,
such as SunOS

the read performance

during

these

the read
must

perfor-

spread

files

tests.

I/O

second
a newly

test measures
created

the performance

file system.

megabyte
file sequentially,
reading
to the file, reading
100 megabytes

The

test

of writing
consisted

and reading
of five stages:

a 100-megabyte
writing

a 100-

the file sequentially,
writing 100 megabytes
randomly
randomly
from the file, and rereading
the file sequen-

tially again. The test program
used an eight-kilobyte
request size. Figure 4 presents
the
transfer
rates in kilobytes/second
for each test. As expected,
LFS's
write performance
comes close to the maximum
write bandwidth
of the disk. Unlike the SunOS file system,
LFS's write bandwidth
is independent
of how the file is written.
on the random
write test because
the random file writes become

LFS especially
excels
sequential
writes when

packed into segments.
The SunOS file system must do random
I/O to update the file in
place. The random
write rate for LFS is greater than the sequential
write rate because
the
random I/Os were not unique, thus allowing data to be overwritten
in the file cache.
Both
SunOS and Sprite
memory
not being
were

being

contain
sophisticated
used by programs.

file cache implementations
that grow to use the
During the tests, a_round 15 megabytes
of memory

used as a file cache.
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.............................................................................................................

800
700
600
500
400

I!!71ZZZZZZZZZZZ

300
200
100
0
Seq Write

Seq Read

Rand Write Rand Read

LFS

Seq Reread

SunFS

Figure 4 m Large file I/O test.
Transfer rates for reading and writing an 100 megabytes file. The figure shows the rate in kilobytes per
second to create and write 100 megabytes sequentially, read 100 megabytes sequentially, write 100 megabytes randomly to the file, and read 100 megabytes randomly from the file. The final test was to read 100
megabytes sequentially after randomly writing the file.

For the sequential
write test, both file systems allocated
the files sequentially
on
disk and hence had similar read rates.
The file layout differed
between
the file systems
after the random
writes were performed.
SunOS updates
the file in place while LFS
writes the file to disk in the order the blocks are written. When the file is randomly
read,
both

file systems

must

do random

disk

I/O

to process

the requests

and

thus

they

have

equivalent
read performance.
The read performance
of the file systems differed
when the
file was read sequentially
after the random
updates. For SunOS, the blocks were sequential on disk while LFS had to do random
disk reads to fetch the blocks.
This example
demonstrates
have better

file access patterns
disk read performance

in which conventional
update-in-place
file systems will
than LFS. LFS's sequential
read performance
can be

reduced
if the read access pattern is different
than the write access
for this would be sequentially
reading a randomly
written file. Note
reduction

only occurs

tially

by a conventional

tially

written

5.3.

Cleaning
During

in reads

that miss

file system

file will cause

random

in the file cache

and not by LFS.

and would

Randomly

pattern.
An example
that the performance
be satisfied

reading

a large

sequensequen-

I/O in both file systems.

cost
the tests described

above,

no segment

cleaning

was

done

in LFS.

File I/O

has traditionally
been very bursty so we hope that much of the cleaning
can be done
using the idle cycles of the disk subsystem.
This section examines
the cost of segment
cleaning

and its effect

on sustained

performance.
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The cost of segment
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cleaning

is directly

blocks, in the segments
being cleaned.
full segments
are expensive
to clean

related

Segments
and yield

to the utilization,

11, 1990

or number

of live

with no live blocks have no cost while
almost no free space.
To evaluate
the

impact of cleaning
on LFS performance,
the rate at which bytes can be cleaned
was
measured for segments
with varying utilization.
The results of these tests are displayed
in Figure 5. The varying utilization
was generated by creating many one-kilobyte
files,
deleting some fixed percentage
of them, and measuring
the rate at which LFS could clean
the fragmented
segments.
As expected,
the more utilized the segment was, the longer it
took to clean and the lower the rate at which clean segments
could be generated.
It is
clear that cleaning
of LFS.
Note

highly

utilized

that the x-axis

time and not the overall

segments

will significantly

of Figure 5 is the average
disk-space

utilization.

reduce

utilization

the write-throughput

of the segments

For example,

using

at cleaning

80% of the disk does

not imply that the system will have to clean segments
with 80% utilization.
For nonsynthetic
workloads,
segment utilization
will form a distribution
having a mean equal to
the overall disk utilization.
The shape and variance of the distribution
are controlled
by
many

factors

updates,
currently

including;

file

system

access

patterns

such

as amount

of locality

in file

LFS segment
layout
algorithms,
and segment
cleaning
algorithms.
It is
not known what the segment distribution
looks like for nonsynthetic
workloads.

The test presented

in this section

measured

a worst case

scenario

for LFS.

Under

non-

synthetic
workloads
it would be highly unlikely that all of the segments
would have the
same fragmentation.
The write performance
of LFS will be controlled
by how well LFS
can hide cleaning cost during idle cycles. If cleaning can not be hidden, the question will
be how full LFS can allow the disk to become and still keep the cleaning cost down.
6. Conclusion
We have
ing the disk

presented

a file system

asynchronously

and

that attacks

sequentially.

the I/O bottleneck

The

file system

problem

is structured

by accessas append-

1300
1040

Cleaning Rate
(Kilobytes/second)

Cleaning

rate as function

780

520260_usage
0

fraction.

.......

I

0.0 0.2 0.4

0.6 0.8 1.0

Fraction of segment

Figure
Measured
per second

rate

of segment

that clean

cleaning

segments

5 --

LFS

as a function

segment
of segment

can be generated.
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only segmented
log for high write performance
and fast crash
metadata
structures
are maintained
to allow high read performance.
operation

is supported

disk space

keep

segments

available

for writing

and

recovery.
File system
A segment
cleaning
to support

high

average

utilization.

Although
LFS has been implemented
and is doing very well on micro-benchmarks,
the real test of a file system is its performance
over months and years of use. As of this
writing LFS has not been
is from these workloads
immediate

subjected
that the

plans

for LFS include

ity and examining

its performance.

to a "real"
overheads

placing

workload
for extended
due to cleaning
can

it in continuous

periods
of time. It
be evaluated.
The

use by the Sprite

user

commun-
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